At the home page of a sub-collection one can choose:

Either, the publishing year

First, the publishing year

The dates will be included when using digital collection.

One can additionally set the parameters such as date and time interval.

The search is overlaid by a search box.

The search can be performed within a sub-collection or across all materials in the digital collection.

When searching within the selected issue, the text.

The text.

The text.

The text.

The text. Please bear in mind that the precision of the automatically recognized text may vary across the collection.

When using digital collection, please bear in mind that the precision of the automatically recognized text may vary across the collection.

When this is selected, the search is by issue. Please note that the search can be performed within a sub-collection or across all materials in the digital collection.

Searchable digital collection of University library Svetozar Markovic is available at:

www.unilib.rs/istorijske-novine/pregled?newspaper=UB_00060

www.unilib.rs/istorijske-novine/pregled?newspaper=UB_00060

www.unilib.rs/istorijske-novine/pregled?newspaper=UB_00060

One can additionally set the parameters such as date and time interval.

Here we can see the slider and two groups of icons that will redirect us to the digital copy of the issue.

Prikaži (Display)

and options for narrowing the search by choosing specific sub-collections and titles.

Here one can find a main page with all the sub-collections.

When this is selected, the search is by issue. Please note that the search can be performed within a sub-collection or across all materials in the digital collection.

Please bear in mind that the precision of the automatically recognized text may vary across the collection.